Activity recognition systems are a large field of research and development, currently with a focus on advanced machine learning algorithms, innovations in the field of hardware architecture, and on decreasing the costs of monitoring while increasing safety. This article concentrates on the applications of activity recognition systems and surveys their state of the art. We categorize such applications into active and assisted living systems for smart homes, healthcare monitoring applications, monitoring and surveillance systems for indoor and outdoor activities, and tele-immersion applications. Within these categories, the applications are classified according to the methodology used for recognizing human behavior, namely, based on visual, non-visual, and multimodal sensor technology. We provide an overview of these applications and discuss the advantages and limitations of each approach. Additionally, we illustrate public data sets that are designed for the evaluation of such recognition systems. The article concludes with a comparison of the existing methodologies which, when applied to real-world scenarios, allow to formulate research questions for future approaches.
Introduction
Human activity recognition (HAR) is a highly dynamic and challenging research topic. It aims at determining the activities of a person or a group of persons based on sensor and/or video observation data, as well as on knowledge about the context within which the observed activities take place. In the ideal case, an activity is recognized regardless of the environment it is performed in or the performing person.
In general, the HAR process involves several stepsfrom collecting information on human behavior out of raw sensor data to the final conclusion about the currently performed activity. These steps are as follows: (1) pre-processing of the raw data from sensor streams for handling incompleteness, eliminating noise and redundancy, and performing data aggregation and normalization; (2) segmentation-identifying the most significant data segments; (3) feature extractionextracting the main characteristics of features (e.g. temporal and spatial information) from the segmented data using, for example, statistical moments; (4) dimensionality reduction-decreasing the number of features to increase their quality and reduce the computational effort needed for the classification; and (5) classification, the core machine learning and reasoning-determining the given activity. 1 The main goals of HAR systems are to observe and analyze human activities and to interpret ongoing events successfully. Using visual and non-visual sensory data, HAR systems retrieve and process contextual (environmental, spatial, temporal, etc.) data to understand the human behavior. There are several application domains where HAR concepts are investigated and the systems are developed. We divide them roughly into four categories: active and assisted living (AAL) systems for smart homes, healthcare monitoring applications, monitoring and surveillance systems for indoor and outdoor activities, and tele-immersion (TI) applications.
Traditionally, the task of observing and analyzing human activities was carried out by human operators, for example, in security and surveillance processes or the processes of monitoring a patients' health condition. With the increasing number of camera views and technical monitoring devices, however, this task becomes not only more challenging for the operators but also increasingly cost-intensive, in particular, since it requests around-the-clock operation. In practice, for the case of home care, personnel deployment for such tasks often cannot be financially feasible.
Moreover, HAR systems within these fields are able to support or even replace human operators in order to enhance the efficiency and effectiveness of the observation and analysis process. As an example, with the help of sensory devices, an HAR system can keep track of the health condition of a patient and notify the health personnel in case of an urgent need.
On the other hand, scientific and technical progress continuously improved the living conditions of humans. This causes a dramatic societal change as it comes with decreasing birth rates and increasing life expectancy, which together turn the age pyramid upside down. 2 Intensive research and development in the field of Active and Assisted Living (AAL) 3 focuses on mastering one of the consequences of this change: the increasing need of care and support for older people. The goal of AAL systems, therefore, is to provide appropriate unobtrusive technical support enabling people to live as independent as possible for as long as possible in their homes. To be able to provide such support, an AAL system needs to know about a person's behavior; that is, it depends on powerful HAR systems for obtaining, collecting, compiling, and analyzing such knowledge. Similarly, TI systems also make use of HAR systems to track and simulate human behaviors in a virtual environment in order to build attractive game interfaces or to enhance the existing communication methods.
This survey article focuses on current activity recognition (AR) projects applied within these fields, their achievements, issues, and challenges. We do not focus on the classification (machine learning) approaches of HAR systems, as there is a rich body of previously published work in this area. [4] [5] [6] The organization of the article is as follows: section ''Notion of 'activity''' shortly discusses the concept of ''activity'' as understood within this study. Section ''Applications of AR systems'' presents a broad selection of state-of-the-art systems representing the above categories: active and assisted living systems for smart homes, healthcare monitoring applications, monitoring and surveillance systems for indoor and outdoor activities, and TI applications. In section ''AR systems and approaches,'' these systems are classified based on different types of sensors, namely, video-based, nonvideo-based, or multimodal sensors. Section ''Popular data sets'' outlines popular AR data sets that are used as universal data sets to evaluate such systems. Based hereon, section ''Discussion of HAR approaches'' discusses the limitations of the existing HAR approaches and presents challenges for future research.
Notion of ''activity''
So far, no unique ontological definition of the notion/ concept of ''activity'' has been proposed. However, common to the usage of this notion in the various application domains is its refinement into granularity levels. An example of such refinement can be found in the activity theory 7, 8 which assumes activities (e.g. ''preparing coffee'') to be hierarchically structured into actions (e.g. ''enter the kitchen,'' ''fill the water container'') that again are composed out of operations, the latter being understood as atomic steps implementing the action (like ''push the door handle,'' ''open the water tap''). Activities are understood as aggregations of actions, which again are understood as aggregations of atomic operations.
Within the AAL domain, taxonomies have been proposed in, for example, Katz 9 and Lawton and Brody 10 for the so-called (instrumental) activities of daily living (ADLs). In general, the taxonomies depend on the living scenarios, such as the ADLs and activities related to medical or other domains.
Usually, an activity is supposed to be performed within a certain time span, which is calculated based on the durations of the composing sub-units. 11 Considering the aspects of performance, duration, and order of these sub-units, activities can be divided into composite activities, sequential activities, concurrent activities, and interleaved activities (Figure 1 ). 12 Based hereon, actions and activities can be derived from a well-defined information hierarchy of events (based on sensor inputs) fused with additional context information. particular, many researchers have proposed application domains to identify specific activity types or behaviors to reach specific goals in these domains. This section focuses on state-of-the-art applications that use HAR methodologies to assist humans. This review, in particular, discusses the application of the current AR approaches to AAL for smart homes, healthcare monitoring solutions, security and surveillance applications, and TI applications; these approaches are further classified along the observation methodology used for recognizing human behavior, namely, into approaches based on visual, non-visual, and multimodal sensor technology. Table 1 shows the references considered, each related to the respective category and class.
Active and assisted living applications for smart homes
Advances in modern technologies have provided innovative ways to enhance the quality of independent living of elderly or disabled people. Active and assisted living systems use AR techniques to monitor and assist residents to secure their safety and well-being. According to Demiris et al., 21 a smart home is an environment equipped with sensors that enhance the safety of residents and monitor their health conditions. Thus, smart homes improve the level of independency and the quality of life of the people who need support for physical and cognitive functions. In general, inside a smart home, the behavior of the residents and their interaction with the environment are monitored by analyzing the data collected from sensors. Table 2 shows the state-of-the-art AAL systems using HAR components.
Recently, research has been conducted aimed at using the combination of wearable sensors and sensors implanted into the environment, which, together with audio-video-based solutions, allow for a gentle assistance of the elderly people. The GER'HOME project (http://www-sop.inria.fr/members/Francois.Bremond/ topicsText/gerhomeProject.html) used multi-sensor analysis for monitoring the activity of the elderly people to improve their living conditions and to reduce the costs of long hospitalizations. GER'HOME is equipped with a network of cameras and contact sensors to track people and recognize their activities.
Similarly, HERMES (http://www.fp7-hermes.eu/) aimed at providing cognitive care for people who are suffering from mild memory problems. This is achieved by combining the functional skills of a particular person with his or her age-related cognitive incapabilities and assist them when necessary. HERMES used visual and audio processing techniques, speech recognition, speaker identification, and face detection techniques to guide the people. In a similar manner, the universAAL (http://www.universaal.org/index.php/en/) 22 open platform and reference specification for AAL was introduced to technically produce cheaper products that are simple, configurable, and easily deployable at a smart home to provide useful ''AAL services.'' Moreover, smart home system proposed by the Center for Advanced Studies in Adaptive Systems (CASAS) 23 used machine learning and data mining techniques to analyze the daily activity patterns of a resident to generate automation policies based on the identified patterns to support the residents. Automation policies were used to assist elder individuals in their urgent needs.
Another example of an intelligent home environment is the Mobiserv (http://www.mobiserv.info/) project. 19 The aim of this project is to offer health, medical, and well-being services to older adults. The support was provided based on the understanding of the user context data of their indoor daily living situations.
The SWEET-HOME project (2009-2013) 39, 76 proposed by the French National Research Agency aimed at establishing a smart home solution which is capable to interact with old people or disabled individuals using an audio-based interaction technology. Initially, a multimodal sound corpus was recorded using the interactions of healthy individuals. Later on, this audio data were used to train the smart home's speech and sound recognition systems. 40 Finally, the Human Behavior Monitoring and Support (HBMS) project 46 (this work was funded by the Klaus Tschira Stiftung gGmbH, Heidelberg) was initiated to support old or disabled individuals with cognitive impairments to live autonomously in their familiar environments. In the first phase, a person's activities of daily living are observed by the HBMS observation engine to create a Human Cognitive Model (HCM) using the Human Cognitive Modeling Language HCM-L (http://austria.omilab.org/psm/content/hcml/download? view=download). Then, these HCMs are used by the HBMS support engine that applies reasoning mechanisms based on Answer Set Programming (ASP) to assist individuals in a smart and unobtrusive way.
Healthcare monitoring applications
The development of medical science and technology considerably increased the life quality of patients. As stated by Goldstone, 20 life expectancy rates will increase dramatically in 2050, and approximately 30% of Americans, Canadians, Chinese, and Europeans will be over the age of 60 years. This will lead to higher demands for medical personnel which may be impossible to be supplied in the near future. Hence, researchers try to enhance the existing healthcare monitoring approaches that would handle urgent medical situations and shorten the hospital stay and regular medical visits of a patient. Table 3 shows the state-of-the-art healthcare monitoring applications.
Basically, healthcare monitoring systems are designed based on the combination of one or more AR components such as fall detection, human tracking, security alarm and cognitive assistance components. Most of the healthcare systems use body-worn and contextual sensors that are placed on patients' bodies and in their environment. Once help is needed, the system notifies the relevant parties (i.e. medical personnel) about the situation to assist the patient quickly. The Esafe fall detection and notification system 27 has used the zigbee-based wearable sensor system to automatically detect fall situations and notify the in-house correspondents via zigbee technology. Then the external correspondents are also notified via Short Message Service (SMS) and email.
The smart assisted living (SAIL) system was introduced in Zhu et al. 28 using human-robot interaction (HRI) to monitor the health condition of an elder or disabled individual. SAIL consists of a body sensor network, a companion robot, a smartphone, and a remote health provider. Based on the sensor data, the robot assists the human or the help is provided by a remote health provider contacted through a smartphone gateway. CAALYX (http://www.ij-healthgeographics.com/ content/6/1/9), a European Union (EU)-funded healthcare project, aims at assisting elderly people using a wearable device that is capable of measuring vital signs and fall detection events and of notifying care providers automatically in an emergency situation. Most importantly, the CAALYX is able to report the current medical status of the patient together with his or her current location that helps the emergency team to provide immediate assistance.
Security and surveillance applications
Traditional surveillance systems are monitored by human operators. They should be continuously aware of the human activities that are observed via the camera views. An increasing number of camera deployments and views makes the operators' work more stressful and, as a result, leads to decreasing their productivity levels. As a result, security firms are seeking help from vision-based technologies to automate the human operator processes and detect anomalies in camera views. Table 4 shows the state-of-the-art security and surveillance system applications.
Most of the traditional object recognition methods depend on the object's shape, but it is quite challenging to apply those approaches to a surveillance system which consists of cluttered, wide-angle, and lowdetailed views. 44 Therefore, the proposed applications should be capable of addressing the environmental and contextual issues such as noise, occlusions, and shadows. The facts that affect an HAR system in an indoor environment are different from an outdoor environment. As an example, an approach used inside a bank may not be applicable to a crowded place such as a metro and an airport. Most importantly, those approaches should be robust and capable of working under real-world application conditions.
The surveillance system introduced in Bre´mond et al. 37 is based on the Video Surveillance Interpretation Platform (VSIP) and is able to recognize human behavior such as fighting and vandalism events occurring in a metro system using one or several camera views. 44 Additionally, as shown in Chang et al., 38 this system was able to detect and predict the suspicious and aggressive behaviors of a group of individuals in a prison. The researchers used multiple camera views to detect situations such as loitering, distinct groups, and aggression scenarios in real time and in a crowded environment. The airport surveillance system proposed by Fusier et al. 45 is able to recognize 50 types of events including complex activities such as baggage unloading, aircraft arrival preparation, and refueling operation. 
TI applications
TI is an approach that allows users to share their presence in a virtual environment and interact with each other in real time such as being present in the same physical but in different geographical environments. These applications require a higher amount of computer processing power and generate a large amount of data that need to be transferred through a network in real time.
Usually, compression methods are applied to reduce the amount of data to be transferred. For example, the multi-camera TI system 68 can extract the kinematic parameters of a human body in each frame from cloud data using motion estimation, and thus, significantly minimize the network transfer between the remote sites.
Furthermore, three-dimensional (3D) videoconferencing applications successfully address the hardware bottlenecks emerging from complex computational algorithms in real-time 3D video conferences. 69, 70 Similarly, the i3DPost project 71 used TI techniques to enhance the existing appearance of two-dimensional (2D) layouts (http://www.i3dpost.eu/) by converting 2D computer-aided draft (CAD) planning) into full color motion-rendered pictures. Table 5 shows the state-of-the-art TI applications.
AR systems and approaches
Advances in visual and sensor technology enabled AR systems to be widely used in daily life. During the last decade, scientists have taken various approaches to recognize the human behavior in many application domains. In this review, we categorize the AR systems based on their design methodology, mainly taking into account the data collection process. As a result, this section is divided into subsections dedicated to visual sensor-based systems, nonvisual sensor-based systems, and multimodal systems. Each approach is then discussed with regard to its usage under different categories.
Visual systems for AR
Identification of human activities using visual sensor networks is one of the most popular approaches in the computer vision research community. In early stages of visual recognition, systems were categorized into groups such as hand gesture recognition for human-computer interfaces, facial expression recognition, and human behavior recognition for video surveillance. 81 The major difference between visual sensors and other sensor types is the way of perceiving the information in an environment. Most sensors provide the data as a one-dimensional data signal, whereas the visual sensors provide the data as a 2D set of data which is seen as images. 82 There are various types of visualbased AR approaches. Therefore, we organize this subsection along four categories: (1) visual AR systems for active and assisted living and smart home systems, (2) visual AR systems for healthcare monitoring systems, (3) visual AR systems for security and surveillance systems in public areas, and (4) visual AR systems in sports and outdoors.
Visual systems for active and assisted living and smart home systems. Given the visual sensor usage in indoor environments, active and assisted living systems provide residents with supervision and assistance to ensure their well-being. AAL systems should be easily deployable, robust systems which are capable of assisting users whenever required. Table 4 . State-of-the-art security and surveillance applications.
Author
Keywords Sensor information used Jun-Wei Hsieh et al. 50 Behavior analysis, event detection, string matching Camera views Umut Akdemir et al. 51 Activity ontologies, visual surveillance Camera views C Fookes et al. 52 Supervised learning, multi-camera network, event detection Multi-camera views Frdric Dufaux et al. 53 Privacy, selective encryption, surveillance, video processing Camera views Nils Krahnstoever et al. 54 Multi-camera view, real time, detection, and tracking algorithms Multi-camera views Shih-Chia Huang 55 Background model, entropy, morphology, motion detection, video surveillance
Camera views L Maddalena and A Petrosino 56 Background subtraction, motion detection, neural network, selforganization, visual surveillance
Camera views
Liyuan Li et al. 57 Mean-shift tracking, multi-object tracking, occlusion, video surveillance
Donato Di Paola et al. 58 Autonomous mobile robot, RFID tags, surveillance applications Video, RFID tags, laser scene change detector Zheng Xu et al. 59 Video-structured description, surveillance videos, public security Video Evgeny Belyaev et al. 60 Vehicular communication, video surveillance, 3D discrete wavelet transform Camera views RFID: radio-frequency identification; 3D: three-dimensional.
Fosty et al. 83 presented an RGB-D camera monitoring system for event recognition which uses a hierarchical model-based approach. The aim of the approach is to recognize physical tasks that are evaluated depending on the patients with dementia. The extraction of complex events from video sequences is carried out by combining RGB-D data stream with the corresponding tracking information, the contextual objects (zones or pieces of equipment), and the event models. Experimental results indicated 95.4% accuracy rate for the events such as balance test, walking test, repeated transfer test, and up-and-go tests.
Xia et al. 84 presented a human action recognition approach for an indoor environment based on histograms of 3D joint locations (HOJ3D), as a compact representation of postures. The researchers extracted the 3D skeletal joint locations from Kinect depth maps using Shotton et al's. 85 method. Then, they re-projected the computed HOJ3D from the action depth sequences using Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) and clustered them into k posture visual words which represent the prototypical poses of actions. The temporal evolutions of those visual words are modeled by discrete hidden Markov models (HMMs). The special data set has been collected which consists of 10 types of human actions (i.e. walk, sit down, and stand up) in an indoor setting. Experimental results show 90.92% overall accuracy rate for action types such as walk, sit down, stand up, pick up, carry, throw, push, pull, wave, and clap hands.
With the purpose of handling uncertainty, Romdhane et al. 86 described a complex event recognition approach with probabilistic reasoning. The estimation of a primitive state's probability is based on the Bayesian process model and computes the confidence of a complex event as Markov process considering the probability of the event at a previous time. The proposed event recognition algorithm uses the tracked mobile objects as input (extracted by vision algorithms, segmentation, detection, and tracking), a priori knowledge of the scene, and predefined event models. After calculating the probability of an event, the system can make a recognition decision by accepting events with a probability above a threshold or rejecting them. Experimental results present a higher accuracy for recognizing indoor events: 92.59% for up-and-go event, 100% for beginning guided test, 100% for interacting with a chair, 93.3% for staying at kitchen, and 87.5% for preparing a meal event.
Hartmann et al. 14 proposed a robust and intelligent vision system which detects a person who is staying or lying on the floor. The system uses only one fisheye camera which is located in the middle of the room. The solution is based on image segmentation using Gaussian mixture models to detecting moving residents and then analyzing their main and ideal orientation using image moments. It has a low latency and a detection rate of 88%.
Visual systems for healthcare monitoring systems. Although visual sensor-based approaches are not popular in healthcare monitoring systems, these techniques are widely used for implementing fall detection systems, particularly to take care of patients who suffer from diseases such as dementia and Alzheimer. Having in mind the visualbased healthcare monitoring approaches, Foroughi et al. 87 proposed a fall detection system combined with integrated time motion images (ITMI) and eigenspace techniques. The proposed system was able to detect a wide range of daily life activities including abnormal and unusual behaviors. The researchers extracted the eigenmotion space and classified the motion using multilayer perceptron (MLP) neural network to decide on a fall event. This system showed a reliable average recognition rate of 89.99% as their final result. An intelligent monitoring system proposed by Chen et al. 88 monitors the ''elopement'' events of dementia 73 Teleconferencing, 3D video processing, 3D video rendering, 3D audio processing Three infrared (IR) cameras, three color XGA cameras, and one Kinect B Petit et al. 74 Multi-camera, real time, 3D modeling, telepresence Eight 1-megapixel cameras Z Huang et al. 75 3D tele-immersion, synchronization 3D video camera Kurillo et al. 77 Tele-immersion, rehabilitation, tele-rehabilitation, lower extremities 3D video stream Chun-Han Lin et al. 78 Virtual collaboration, motion-sensing techniques, gesturecollaborative games 3D motion sensor data Yunpeng Liu et al. 79 Depth map, compression, 3D tele-immersion Depth image streams H Kim et al. 80 Big data management, multimodal data registration, film production 2D/3D video data 2D: two-dimensional; 3D: three-dimensional.
units and is able to automatically detect such events and alert the caregivers. The monitoring system uses a camera network to collect the audio/visual records of daily activities. Using an HMM-based algorithm, the authors were able to detect elopement events from the collected data. Experimental results demonstrate that the proposed system was able to successfully detect elopement events with almost 100% accuracy.
Visual systems for security and surveillance systems in public areas. Security and surveillance systems have used visual processing approaches extensively to track human behaviors in public environments. Visual sensor-based techniques are the most suitable approaches for implementing such systems because of the valid evidential proofs which can be provided by videos and images due to their nature. Zaidenberg et al. 89 proposed an approach to Scenario Recognition based on knowledge (ScReK) framework model to automatically detect the behavior of a group of people in a video surveillance application. It keeps track of individuals moving together by maintaining spatial and temporal group coherence in a video stream. The proposed framework models the semantic knowledge of the objects of interest and scenarios to recognize events associated with the detected group based on spatiotemporal constraints. At the beginning, people are individually detected and tracked. Then, their trajectories are analyzed over a temporal window and clustered using the mean-shift algorithm. The obtained coherence value describes the activity performed by the group. Furthermore, the researchers have proposed a description language for formalizing events. The group event recognition approach has been successfully validated using three data sets collected from four cameras (an airport, a subway, a shopping center corridor, and an entrance hall): group events such as fighting, split up, joining, entering and exiting the shop, browsing, and getting off a train have been successfully detected with low false positive and false negative rates.
In the context of visual surveillance of metro scenes, Cupillard et al. 90 proposed an approach for recognizing isolated individuals, groups of people, or crowded environments using multiple cameras. The functionality of the proposed vision module is composed of three tasks: (1) motion detection and frame-to-frame tracking, (2) combining multiple cameras, and (3) long-term tracking of individuals, groups of people, and crowd evolving in the scene. For each tracked actor, the behavior recognition module performs reasoning on three levels: states, events, and scenarios. Also, the authors defined a general framework to combine and tune various recognition methods (e.g. automaton, Bayesian network, or AND/OR tree) that are dedicated to analyzing specific situations (e.g. mono/multi-actor activities, numerical/symbolic actions, or temporal scenarios). This method was able to successfully recognize the scenarios like ''Fraud'' 6/6 (6 times out of 6), ''Vandalism'' 4/4, ''Fighting'' 20/24, ''blocking'' 13/13, and the scenario ''overcrowding'' 2/2.
Nievas et al. 91 proposed bag-of-words framework to detect fight events using Space-Time Interest Points (STIP) and Motion SIFT (MoSIFT) action descriptors. They have introduced a new video database containing 1000 sequences that are grouped as fights and nonfights for evaluation purposes. Experimental results with this video database detected fight events from action movies with an accuracy of nearly 90%.
Visual systems in sports and outdoors. Computer vision techniques can also be used to recognize sport activities to enhance the performance of players and analyze the game plan. Direkoglu and O'Connor 92 proposed a method to analyze an entire playground of team activities of a handball game. Frame differencing and optical flow methods have been used to extract the motion features and recognize the sequence of position distribution of the team players. The proposed approach was evaluated using the European handball data set and is able to successfully identify six different team activities in a handball game, namely, slowly going into offense, offense against setup defense, offense fast break, fast returning into defense to prevent fast break, slowly returning into defense, and basic defense.
Action bank presented by Sadanand and Corso 93 combined a large set of action detectors that represent a highdimensional ''action-space'' with a linear classifier to arrange a semantically rich representation for AR. The action bank is inspired by the object bank method 94 which mines a high level of human action in a video. The authors have tested the action bank with popular data sets and achieved improved performances for various data sets: 98.2% for the Kungliga Tekniska Ho¨gskolan (KTH) Royal Institute of Technology, data set (better by 3.3%), 95.0% for the University of Central Florida (UCF), Sports data set (better by 3.7%), 57.9% for the UCF50 data set (baseline is 47.9%), and 26.9% for the HMDB51 data set (baseline is 23.2%).
Recognizing activities in noisy videos, that is, videos consisting of blurred motions, occlusions, missing observations, and dynamic backgrounds, is quite challenging. Using probabilistic event logic (PEL) interpretation, Brendel et al. 95 were able to understand events and time intervals of a basketball video which consisted of noisy data. They have successfully identified the basketball events, namely, dribbling, jumping, shooting, passing, catching, bouncing, and so on.
Tang et al. 96 proposed a method to identify complex events in video streams by utilizing a conditional model. The model is trained in a max-margin framework to automatically detect discriminative and interesting segments in a video. It competitively achieved a higher accuracy for detecting and recognizing difficult tasks. The latent variables over the video frames have been introduced to discover and assign the most discriminative sequence of states for the event. This model is based on a HMM which tracks the model durations of states in addition to the transitions between states. Accordingly, experimental results acquired using the Multimedia Event Detection (MED) Transparent Development (DEV-T) data set have showed a 15.44% rate for attempting a board trick, 3.55% for feeding an animal, 14.02% for landing a fish, 15.09% for a wedding ceremony, and 8.17% for working on a woodworking project.
Crispim and Bremond 97 proposed a probabilistic framework to handle the uncertainty of a constraintbased ontology framework for event detection. The uncertainty modeling constraint-based framework is monitored by a RGB-D sensor (KinectÒ, MicrosoftÓ) vision system. The RGB-D monitoring system is composed of three main steps: people detection, people tracking, and event detection. The people detection step is performed by a depth-based algorithm proposed by Nghiem et al. 98 The detection is evaluated by a multifeature tracking algorithm proposed by Chau et al. 99 The event detection step uses a set of tracked people generated in the previous step and a priori knowledge of the scene provided by a domain expert. Experimental results showed that the uncertainty modeling improves the detection of elementary scenarios in recall (e.g. in zone ''phone'': 85%-100%), the precision indices (e.g. in zone ''reading'': 54.71%-73.15%), and the recall of complex scenarios.
Touati and Mignotte 100 introduced a set of prototypes that are generated from different viewpoints of the video sequence data cube to recognize human actions. The prototypes are generated using a multidimensional scaling (MDS) based on a nonlinear dimensionality reduction technique. This strategy aims at modeling each human action in a low-dimensional space as a trajectory of points or a specific curve for each viewpoint of the video cube. Then, a k-Nearest Neighbors (K-NN) classifier is used to classify the prototype, for a given viewpoint, associated with each action to be recognized. Fusion of classification results of each viewpoint has been used to improve the recognition rate performance. The overall performance showed a 92.3% accuracy rate to recognize activities such as walking, running, skipping, jacking, jumping, siding, and bending.
AR systems using non-visual sensors
Besides visual-based analyzing, researchers have made many other attempts such as analyzing human voice streams and sensor-based detection to automatically detect human behavior. There are various types of sensors that can be used for AR, ranging from simple sensors such as ball switches and radio-frequency identification (RFID) tag readers to accelerometers which are used for complex audio processing and computer vision sensing. Also, other sensors such as fiber optical sensors for posture measuring, foam pressure sensors for respiration rate measuring, and physiological sensors such as oximetry sensors, skin conductivity sensors, electrocardiographs, and body temperature sensors can be included. 101 Non-visual AR systems in active and assisted living and smart home systems. Smart home technologies use various types of sensors which provide light, sound, contact, motion, and state-change information of the residents to determine their behaviors. Fleury et al. 102 discussed a methodology regarding the classification of daily living activities in a smart home using support vector machines. The proposed system was able to identify seven activities, namely, hygiene, toilet use, eating, resting, sleeping, communication, and dressing/undressing, using location sensors, microphones, wearable sensors, temperature, and hygrometry sensors.
Challenges of most smart home approaches are the inconsistency and unreliability of the sensors which misread the actual information. Hong et al. 103 introduced a framework to deal with such uncertainty by combining the reliability level of each sensor with the overall decision-making process.
Fleury et al. 102 have presented an ADL (smart home) classification which is based on support vector machines. They have deployed sensors such as infrared presence sensors, door contacts, temperature and hygrometry sensors, and microphones in a smart home and collected the data of the residents (young individuals) to identify the residents' daily living activities. The researchers were able to successfully identify seven activities: hygiene, toilet use, eating, resting, sleeping, communication, and dressing/undressing with a 75% of classification rate for the polynomial kernel and 86% classification rate for the Gaussian kernel.
Most of the AAL and smart home approaches made use of the annotated data labeled with the corresponding activities. Szewcyzk et al. 104 have proposed a mechanism to annotate sensor data with correspondent activity labels; thus, they were able to achieve a higher accuracy in recognizing daily activities such as sleeping, eating, personal hygiene, preparing a meal, working at computer, watching TV, and others. The average accuracy of the models was increased from 66.35% to 75.15%. In general, annotating sensor data with activities is time-consuming and may require the assistance of the smart home residents.
Non-visual AR systems in other indoor environments. Apart from smart home systems, other sensor-based indoor systems have been proposed. As an example, Viani et al. 105 presented a Learning-by-Example (LBE) approach which is able to track and localize passive targets of an indoor non-infrastructure environment. This approach used the interaction between targets and wireless links, so that the proposed strategy does not need any additional use of radio devices or specific sensors to track the objects. Furthermore, Viani et al. 106 introduced a system to detect theft attempts in an indoor museum. This system was able to monitor the artworks inside the museum and to estimate the visitor behaviors using its wireless sensor network (WSN). Multi-sensors available in a WSN gathered all the information in a central control unit and processed the data in real time to assist the museum authorities, which enables them to give immediate feedback whenever required.
Wang et al. 107 proposed a CSI-based human Activity Recognition and Monitoring (CARM) system which consists of CSI-speed model (to measure the correlation between CSI value dynamics and human movement speeds) and CSI-activity model (to measure the correlation between the movement speeds of different human body parts and a specific human activity). CARM was able to detect human activities, namely, running, walking, sitting down, opening refrigerator, falling, boxing, pushing one hand, brushing teeth, and empty (i.e. no activity) with 96% average accuracy. Also, CARM has been evaluated in different environments, namely, lab, lobby, office, and apartment, and achieved an average accuracy of 90%, 93%, 83%, and 80%, respectively.
Multimodal sensors for AR approaches
Multimodal AR approaches are becoming popular in the last decade. They use visual and non-visual sensors at the same time to recognize human activities. Depending on the user requirements, the type of the model and the usage of sensors may differ. For example, one camera would be able to cover a wide area of a particular context, but it may not be enough to analyze sensitive data such as temperature of the environment, humidity, and user information like the heart rate. Clearly, systems using a single modality sensor approach would not perform well in situations where such different kinds of input data are needed. To overcome these limitations, 108 multi-sensor modality is introduced by exploiting various kinds of sensors in the same recognition system using, for example, multi-sensor/camera networks combined with body-worn sensors and mobile devices.
Multimodal systems in the AAL and smart home domain. Considering the privacy concerns of residents, sensor-based technologies are more widely used in AAL domains as compared to video-based approaches.
Vacher et al. 76 address the problem of learning and recognizing ADLs in smart homes using (hierarchical) hidden semi-Markov models. They have introduced a model using typical duration patterns and inherently hierarchical structures that can learn the behavior of a resident during the day. Captured activities are classified and segmented to detect the abnormal behaviors of that person.
Chen et al. 109 introduced a knowledge-driven approach to assist smart homes using multi-sensor data streams. This approach has been evaluated using various ADLs and user scenarios. A 94.44% average recognition rate has been achieved for recognizing activities such as making tea, brushing teeth, making coffee, having bath, watching TV, making chocolate, making pasta, and washing hands. The average time for recognizing an operation was 2.5 s.
Brdiczka et al. 110 presented an approach for a smart home environment capable of learning and recognizing human behaviors from multimodal observation data. A 3D video tracking system has been used for tracking the entities (persons) of a scene and a speech activity detector to analyze audio streams of each entity. The system was able to identify basic individual activities such as ''walking'' and ''interacting with table.'' Based on this individual information, group situations such as aperitif, presentation, and siesta were identified.
Chahuara et al. 111 presented an application to recognize ADLs in a smart home using Markov Logic Networks (MLN). Sensor raw data from non-visual and non-wearable sensors are used to create the classification model. The usage of a formal domain knowledge description and a logic-based recognition method led to a higher re-usability of the trained model from one home to another. MLN achieved 85.3% overall accuracy for the events such as eating, tidying up, hygiene, communicating, dressing up, sleeping, and resting.
Vacher et al. 76 presented SWEET-HOME, a project that aims at a new smart home system based on audio technology. 112 The developed system detects the distress situations of a person and provides assistance via natural man-machine interaction (voice and tactile commands), and security reassurance anytime, anywhere in the house. The system uses the Dedicated Markov Logic Network (DMLN) for domain knowledge representation to handle the sensor data uncertainty. During the experiment, the participants took part into four different scenarios: feeding (preparing and having a meal), sleeping, communicating (with specialized e-lio device; http://www.technosens.fr/), and resting (listening to the radio). The experimental results showed an accuracy of 70% for all four scenarios.
Multimodal systems in the healthcare domain. Multimodal sensors are deployed or used as observation tools to monitor the health condition of patients. Maurer et al. 113 introduced ewatch, a multi-sensor platform that monitors and recognizes activities of a person using sensory devices deployed at different points of the body. It identifies user activities in real time and records these classification results during the day. Then, the multiple time domain feature sets and sampling rates are compared to analyze the trade-off between recognition accuracy and computational complexity. Classification accuracy is calculated for every activity collected from six different body points (wrist, pocket, bag, necklace, shirt, and belt). The data from all subjects are finally combined to train the general classifier. As a result of the performed evaluation, the collected data indicated that all six points were good for detecting walking, standing, sitting, and running activities. Based on these results, the authors have implemented a decision tree classifier that runs inside ewatch.
Similarly, Vacher et al. 114 proposed a multiprocessing system to monitor tasks such as signal detection and channel selection, sound/speech classification, life sound classification, and speech recognition tasks of a patient. Once the system detects an emergency, it transfers the information to the remote medical monitoring application through the network.
Multimodal systems in outdoor environments. Multimodal sensors are also used by researchers to detect human activities in outdoor environments. Al Machot et al. 61, 62 presented a Smart Resource Aware Multi-Sensor Network (SRSnet) to automatically detect complex events using ASP. The SRSnet system is based on audio and video processing components. The system detects complex events by aggregating simple events from audio and video data processing. Information about the detected events and PTZ configuration form the input for the network subsystem. Detected complex and simple events are stored in a multimedia data warehouse. Experimental results of SRSnet showed over 94% detection ratio for the complex events, namely, group running, fighting, and people running in different directions.
Theekakul et al. 63 presented a rule-based framework for human activity classification. It consists of two main components: rule learning and rule-based inference. Domain-specific knowledge is used together with sensor data to construct the classification rules. The knowledge base includes assumptions of activity characteristics, constraints of device packaging design, and so on. This approach illustrates how the domainspecific knowledge and feature space observation data can be used for rule construction. The orientation and baseline rules were applied for training and testing processes. Test data sets successfully detected lying, sitting and standing, walking, running, and jumping activities.
The detection was performed with an accuracy of 76.43% and 74.46% for the training and test data sets, respectively.
Mobile-based multimodal systems. Mobile devices have recently become sophisticated, and most of the today's mobile devices are equipped with powerful sensors, such as Global Positioning System (GPS), audio (i.e. microphones), image (i.e. camera), temperature, direction (i.e. compasses), and acceleration, and provide a significant computing power. Consequently, they open a wide area for researchers to find innovative solutions for HAR.
Lara et al. 115 presented Centinela, a mobile platform that combines mobile acceleration sensor data with vital signs (e.g. heart rate and respiration rate). This platform consists of a single sensing device in a mobile phone, which makes it a portable and unobtrusive realtime data collection platform. It uses both statistical and structural detectors while introducing two new features, trend and magnitude, to detect the differentiation of vital sign stabilization during periods of activities. Centinela was able to recognize five different activities, namely, walking, running, sitting, ascending, and descending activities.
Vigilante, 116 an HAR application on Android, was also developed by Lara et al. based on Centinela. Vigilante uses a library called MECLA to exploit multiple sensing devices which are integrated into a body area network (BAN). Evaluation results showed that the application could run up to 12.5 h continuously in a mobile phone and achieved 92.6% of overall accuracy to identify walking, running, and sitting activities.
Kwapisz et al. 117 introduced a system which uses a phone-based accelerometer to recognize human activities. This system is reported to be able to collect labeled accelerometer data, namely, walking, jogging, climbing stairs, sitting, and standing events. The results are used to train a predictive model for recognizing activities. The experimental results showed recognition rates over 90%.
Similarly, Riboni et al. 118 presented COSAR, a framework built on Android for context-aware AR. This framework uses ontologies and ontological reasoning methods, combined with statistical inferencing. The structured symbolic knowledge about the environment surrounding the user allows the system to successfully identify a particular user activity. Integrating ontological reasoning with statistical methods demonstrated an overall accuracy of 92.64% which is higher than that of other pure statistical methods.
Popular data sets
In this section, we outline some publicly available data sets currently used in the HAR research community for evaluation and comparison purposes. We divide the section into subsections describing video-based and non-video-based data sets.
Video-based data sets KTH data set. KTH video database 119 consists of clips showing sequences like walking, running, jogging, hand-waving, boxing, and hand-clapping actions and activities (Figure 2) . These video sequences are performed by 25 persons in different locations and settings, for example, outdoor, outdoor with scale variation, outdoors with different clothes, and indoors. The current KTH database consists of 2391 sequences; all sequences were collected in similar backgrounds with a 25 fps frame rate.
Weizmann data set. The Weizmann data set 120 consists of 10 action classes, namely, walk, run, jump, gallop sideways, one hand wave, two hands wave, bend, skip, jump in place, and jumping jack (Figure 3 ). The data sequences were captured in similar outdoor backgrounds that consist of irregular versions (with dog, occluded, with bag, etc.) to be used in robustness experiments for the ''walk'' activity.
INRIA Xmas Motion Acquisition Sequences multi-view data set. INRIA Xmas Motion Acquisition Sequences (IXMAS) data set was introduced by Weinland et al. 121 It contains 14 actions, namely, check watch, cross arms, scratch head, sit down, get up, turn around, walk, wave, punch, kick, point, pick up, throw overhead, and throw from bottom up (see Figure 4 ). Actions were captured using five cameras. These actions were performed by 11 persons and captured three times from each person. The camera viewpoints were fixed and set up with static background and illumination settings. UCF sport data set. The UCF sport data set 122 consists of nearly 200 sports action videos that are collected from broadcast television channels at a resolution of 720 3 480 and show scenes like diving, golf swinging, lifting, kicking, horseback riding, skating, running, swinging, and walking ( Figure 5 ).
YouTube action data set. This data set consists of the videos divided into 11 action categories, namely, basketball shooting, biking/cycling, diving, golf swinging, horseback riding, soccer juggling, swinging, tennis swinging, trampoline jumping, volleyball spiking, and walking with a dog (Figure 6 ). These videos include large variations of camera motions, for example, object scale and viewpoints, object appearance and poses, cluttered backgrounds, and illumination conditions. 123 i3DPost multi-view human action data sets. This data set was created in the framework of the i3DPost project and contains synchronized/uncompressed-HD, 8-view image sequences of 13 actions performed by 8 people (104 in total). It consists of scenes of the following activities: walking, running, jumping, hand-waving, jumping in place, sitting-standing up, running-falling, walking-sitting, running-jumping-walking, handshaking, pulling, and performing facial expression actions (see Figure 7 ). Additionally, it provides background images for camera calibration parameters to reconstruct 3D mesh models. 71 MOBISERV-AIIA database. This data set is specialized to train machine learning models for recognizing ''having a meal'' activities, including eating and drinking (see Figure 8 ). MOBISERV video sequences were recorded with a resolution of 640 3 480 pixels using 12 persons (6 females and 6 males) aging between 22 and 39 years Figure 5 . Examples of UCF sport data set. 122 with different facial characteristics, for example, related to eyes, glasses, and beard. In this data set, eight videos were recorded with four distinct ''having a meal'' sessions with different cloths for each person. In total, the database consists of 384 video sequences. 124 IMPART data sets. The IMPART multimodal/multi-view data set 125 consists of multimodal data footage and 3D reconstructions of various indoor/outdoor scenes, for example, LiDAR scans, digital snapshots of reconstructed 3D models, spherical camera scans, and reconstructed 3D models. Additionally, it provides multi-view video sequences of actions in indoor and outdoor environments using different types of cameras, for example, fixed multiple HD camera sequences (360°/120°setup), free-moving principal HD camera, nodal cameras, and multi-view facial expression captures. The provided facial expressions are categorized as, for example, Neutral-Anger-Fear-Happiness-Sadness-Surprise (see Figure 9 ).
Non-video-based data sets CASAS. The CASAS data set 126 has been introduced by the Washington State University, CASAS, as a part of the CASAS smart home project. Five sequences of activities, namely, using telephone, washing hands, preparing and eating meals, using medication, and cleaning were asked to be performed by participants, and relevant sensor information was collected using motion, temperature, water, burner, phone usage (for completed calls), and item sensor readings (see Figure 10 ).
Benchmark (Van Kasteren) data set. This data set 127 consists of four data sets which record several weeks of human behaviors inside their homes. Reed switches, pressure mats, mercury contacts, passive infrared, and float sensors were used to collect the data. Activities such as leaving, toileting, showering, brushing teeth, sleeping, having breakfast, preparing dinner, preparing snacks, and drinking were annotated for each data set.
Sweet-Home data sets. The SWEET-HOME multimodal corpus data set 76 was recorded by observing individuals performing ADLs in a fully equipped smart home using microphones and home automation sensors. This multimodal corpus consists of three data sets, namely, multimodal subset, home automation speech subset, and interaction subset. Initially, the model was trained using the data collected from 16 persons (who were healthy and had no disabilities) to recognize the human behaviors automatically. Then, the automatic voice command recognition system was developed using the home automation speech subset (audio) data. The audio data set was recorded using microphones which were placed at distant locations, for example, on ceilings (no body-worn microphones had been used). Finally, the interaction data subset was recorded based on the observations of user interactions of 11 persons (6 elder persons and 5 visually impaired persons) during the Sweet-Home system evaluation.
Discussion of HAR approaches
In the last decades, the enthusiasm for the vision-based technology has emerged rapidly. Recent advances in computer vision and sensor device technologies have assisted researchers to address various real-world HAR problems, but there are still important issues that need to be further investigated.
As it becomes clear from this survey, there is a high demand for existing and upcoming AR solutions. Scientists have investigated different types of sensors depending on available user contexts and research requirements. For example, most of the security and surveillance solutions were developed using video cameras because of the obvious advantage that camera observations can be immediately used as valid evidential proofs. On the other hand, considering a patient monitoring system, it would be more effective and guarantee higher privacy to use body-worn sensors over a visual-based approach, since such sensors provide more accurate physiological data than can be obtained from visual data. However, forcing an old or disabled person to wear such body-disturbing and Figure 8 . Examples of MOBISERV-AIIA data set. 124 Figure 9 . Examples of multimodal/multi-view data set-multi-view facial expression capture. 125 intrusive sensors is still a controversial issue. According to the survey by Ni et al., 12 the acceptance does not only rely on people's capabilities and limitations, it also depends on the personal, socioeconomic, and cultural contexts as well. To avoid such barriers, the authors suggested technology designers to pay attention to human factor-related functionalities before starting the development of such devices. Introducing design patterns and low-level design guidelines would be helpful for the developers to easily customize the devices for each specific application, person, and context. Most of the emergency or fall detection systems are designed to trigger a response to abnormal user behavior. For avoiding the triggering of false alarms, Young and Mihailidis 128 developed an interface, the Personal Emergency Response System (PERS), which aimed at recognizing the keywords and seniors' speech. PERS was able to identify high-risk emergencies successfully while ignoring false alarm situations.
A study of Rialle et al. 129 carried out with 270 families, and dealing with their user perceptions of 14 innovative technologies, showed that smart home technologies allow caregivers to leave the nursing home without compromising the patients' safety. This fact was highly appreciated by both, patients and caregivers. Consequently, the design of smart home technologies has to take user aspects comprehensively into account to become acceptable for the future.
TI systems and gaming interface applications use multiple camera views to identify human interactions and simulate them within a virtual environment. Although TI systems require higher processing power due to their nature, cameras can hardly be replaced by other sensory devices.
A single camera can replace multiple sensor deployments in an AAL environment as it tracks a wide angle of an environment and captures all the environmental information at once. Nevertheless, using camera observations may not be the most suitable option for AAL environments considering the user privacy and acceptance issues. Also, it is quite challenging to identify complex user activities using visual-based approaches considering the need of higher computer processing power for the analysis. Non-visual fall detection experiments within the AAL context showed higher recognition rates than experiments using visualbased approaches. In general, for AAL purposes, nonvisual-based HAR approaches are preferable. 130, 131 A large set of sensor network can track the information of simple human activities in detail. This information can later be combined using computer fusion algorithms to detect the complex behavior of a particular AAL resident. In order to achieve highly accurate results, it is quite essential to deploy a sufficient amount of sensors inside the desired environment, for example, sensor placed in every door at a smart home and every daily used equipment. Otherwise, final predictions may mislead to false results. On the other hand, deploying and maintaining such a sensor network is quite challenging and expensive. Therefore, multimodal approaches might be a good choice, when the obtrusive components are embedded and used carefully and consciously; for example, body-worn sensors and mobile phone sensors have been used to detect such situations and showed higher success results. 132, 133 Patient monitoring systems benefit from using sensorbased solutions; however, acceptance aspects have to be carefully considered; moreover, wearing a sensor kit for a long time may not be comfortable for the user.
Most of the visual sensor-based equipment is sensitive to light/brightness factors of the environment; higher brightness or lower brightness image streams could possibly lack information sufficient for the classifiers to identify human behavior. Similarly, sensorbased approaches suffer from sensor robustness issues, that is, some sensors may not automatically get activated by the predefined user behavior due to a malfunction. Also, some of the sensors may automatically be activated even without human interaction due to weather conditions such as lightning, wind, and rain.
Considering the performance factors, visual sensorbased approaches require a higher amount of computer processing power to process the data compared to other approaches due to the complexity of the vision algorithms and the data volumes. In contrast to this, nonvisual sensor approaches perform comparatively faster and consume less energy. Most of the multimodal but non-visual algorithms can even run inside an embedded platform, consuming a low amount of energy. Table 6 shows a comparison.
Conclusion and further research
Most of the existing AR systems are designed and tested under laboratory conditions. Thus, using such a system in a real-time scenario would not give a better performance if the system is not adapted to the new environment. However, deploying such an application in a real environment will not be appropriate unless the application is tested under real-world conditions which consist of noise, occlusions, shadows, and other factors.
Human behavior is spontaneous; in particular, humans tend to do several activities at the same time, for example, cooking while talking to friends, and watching TV while eating. Therefore, future HAR systems should recognize such concurrent activities rather than focusing only on a single activity at a given time. Furthermore, some of the human activities may be interleaved, for example, when watching TV and phoning with a friend in parallel, there could be moments where you concentrate on the TV program and thus delay phone answers to your friend. Future HAR systems should be designed to successfully recognize such interleaved situations. Additionally, HAR systems should strengthen the handling of uncertainty, that is, avoid ambiguous behavior interpretations; as an example, the action opening a refrigerator can belong to several activities such as cooking and cleaning.
Most of the recently reported experiments were based on non-visual sensor data collected from a single user activity. But when considering real-life scenarios, activities can be performed by multiple users concurrently. Recognizing multi-user activities is challenging; it should incorporate an appropriate amount of sensors, suitable methods to model multi-user interactions, and filtering useful information from the obtained data. Carrying out sensor data fusion for such settings to achieve sufficient accuracy for activity monitoring is still an open research issue. 12 Ziefle and Wilkowska 134 showed that people's willingness to use medical technology in a case of need outweighs negative feedback. However, they state that most of representatives of the older generation (''early technical generation'') expressed higher levels of aloofness and distrust against innovative medical solutions. Nevertheless, it seems to be a common belief that older and disabled people should use the upcoming medical devices in order to be autonomous in their homes, if there are no alternatives at affordable cost. Several research groups have published data sets which were produced by the observation of different individuals, for different activity classes, and used for different evaluation methods, as was discussed in section ''Popular data set.'' When evaluating a new approach, it is quite essential to use such a publicly open data set and use them as a benchmark for the evaluation. 
